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The effect of dependent errors in fixed-design, nonparametric regression is investigated. It is 
shown that convergence rates for a regression mean estimator under the assumption of independent 
errors are maintained in the presence of stationary dependent errors, if and only if z r(j) < ~0, 
where r is the covariance function. Convergence rates when x r(j) = bc are also investigated. In 
particular, when the sample is of size n, when the mean function has k derivatives and r(j) - C(jl-“, 
the rate is n--ku’(2k+u) for O< (I < 1 and (a-’ log n)k’(Zk+i) for (I = 1. These results refer to optimal 
convergence rates. It is shown that the optimal rates are achieved by kernel estimators. 
autoregression * convergence rate * long-range dependence * moving average * nonparametric 
regression 
1. Introduction 
The topic of nonparametric regression with dependent errors is being given increas- 
ing attention, with most emphasis on circumstances where convergence rates are 
identical to those in the case of independent errors (Bierens, 1983; Collomb and 
Hlrdle, 1986; Hart, 1987, 1990; Truong and Stone, 1988). Here we direct attention 
at the important complementary problem, in which the dependence of errors is so 
long-range that classical convergence rates are no longer, or only barely, applicable. 
We provide a condition on the covariance function which is necessary and sufficient 
for convergence rates from the independence case to be preserved, and we describe 
how convergence rates deteriorate when that condition is violated. 
Our regression model is 
~=f(i/n)+ci, l<iSn, 
where f is an unknown smooth function and the stochastic process { si, -cc < i < co} 
is second-order stationary with zero mean; that is, E( Ed) = 0 and E( sicj) = r( i - j) 
for each i and j, where r is the covariance function. This is a reasonable model, for 
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example when the observed data form a time series which is nonstationary in the 
mean. The classical case is that where r(j) = 0 for j f 0, which is usually taken to 
mean independence. In the absence of independence, attention focuses on the rate 
at which r(j) + 0 as ) jl + ~0. We show that if r(j) is ultimately of the one sign, then 
the condition C r(j) < co is necessary and sufficient for optimal estimators of f to 
have the same convergence rate as in the case of independent errors. 
This result is reminiscent of related work on estimation of the mean of a stationary 
time series, where it is known that the condition 1 r(j) < co is necessary and sufficient 
for 6 consistency (Grenander and Szego, 1958, pp. 206-209). However, in the 
infinite parameter problem of curve estimation, the convergence rate is always slower 
than n p”2, even under the assumption of independent errors. For example, the 
optimal convergence rate with independent errors is n-k’(2kt’), in the case where 
the mean function f under estimation has k bounded derivatives. For the sake of 
simplicity we direct our attention to the case k = 2, although results for the general 
case are outlined in Remark (2) following Theorem 2.2. 
It is of interest to know exactly how convergence rates deteriorate when C r(j) = co. 
We show that if r(j) - Clj(-*, where C # 0 and 0 < (Y < 1, then in the case of 
estimating a twice-differentiable f the convergence rate n-2’5 reduces to n-2n’(4+a). 
When r(j) - Clj)-‘, the reduced convergence rate is (n-l log n)2’5. These rates are 
the best possible, and are achieved by kernel estimators. Our results about optimal 
convergence rates are of minimax type, first used in the context of curve estimation 
by Farrell (1967,1972). 
It is worth emphasizing that dependence affects our regression setting somewhat 
differently than it does the correlation model considered by, for example, Bierens 
(1983). In the latter setting one wishes to estimate a mean function m(x) = 
E( Y, 1 X, = x) on the basis of dependent, but stationary, bivariate observations 
(Xi, Y,), . . . , (X,, Y,). The effect of dependence in such cases tends to be less 
profound than in the model to be investigated here. In particular, our results do 
not yield the correct convergence rates for kernel estimators in Bierens’ setting with 
long-range dependence. To appreciate how rates differ in Bierens’ model, see Hall 
and Hart (1990) who treat long-range dependence in density estimation. 
The reader is referred to Cox (1984) for a survey of work on the structure and 
application of processes with long-range dependence (see also Mandelbrot and Van 
Ness (1968) for early work on long memory processes). 
2. Convergence rates 
2.1. Summary 
Section 2.2 defines our kernel estimator and describes its basic features. Section 2.3 
defines infinite-order Gaussian autoregressive processes and discusses properties 
such as invertibility. A class of twice-differentiable mean functions f is introduced 
in Section 2.4. Our main results are stated in Section 2.5. There. Theorem 2.1 makes 
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use of the Gaussian processes introduced in Section 2.3, while Theorem 2.2 allows 
more general error distributions. 
2.2. Kernel estimator 
Take K to be a bounded, nonnegative, symmetric, piecewise continuous, compactly 
supported function with ( K = 1. Define 
-1 
Kh(x)= K(x/h) . 
Our kernel estimator off is j’, defined by 
j(i/n)=n-‘2 K,,{(i-j)/n}Yj (2.1) 
at points i/n and by interpolation elsewhere. As we shall show, the distance between 
j‘(i/n) and f(i/n) is of larger order than n-‘/2. It follows that if f has at least one 
bounded derivative, then the interpolation error is negligible relative to sampling 
error in estimation of f( i/ n). 
The quantity h > 0 appearing in (2.1) is called the bandwidth. It is readily checked 
that if r(j) + 0 as j+ co, then the conditions h + 0 and nh + 00 are necessary and 
sufficient for bias and variance respectively of the kernel estimator to converge to 
zero. Consistent estimation off is not necessarily possible if r(j) does not converge 
to zero, even if f is constant. To appreciate why, suppose f= p (a constant) and 
the e-sequence is Gaussian with r(j) & c > 0 asj t 00. Construct a Gaussian sequence 
50,511 52,. *. such that {tip i 2 I} is stationary and independent of &,, E( 66) = 
r(i-j)-candE(&)=c.Then{ei,i 3 1) has the same distribution as {&,+ &, i 2 I}. 
In the model Y, = (p + &,) + 6, i 2 1, we may consistently estimate Al. + &,. However, 
p is not estimable from a single infinite realization Y1, Y2, . . . . 
2.3. Structure of error process 
Suppose that the errors Ej follow an infinite order Gaussian autoregression, 
C biEi+j=b, -a<j<co, 
I 
(2.2) 
where the Q’S are independent standard normal variables and the weights 4, 
--CO < j < 00, are absolutely summable and such that 
I 
V(b(B)I-2dB<oo, (2.3) 
0 
where b( 0) = xi bj e”‘. Condition (2.3) ensures that var(ej) <CS and that the 
autoregression (2.2) may be inverted to yield an infinite order moving average, 
ej=C ai&+j, -0o<j<o0 
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(Priestley, 1981, pp. 144-145). The weights Uj are expressible in terms of the bj’s via 
I 
m 
a, = n-1 b( 0)-’ cos(j0) do. 
0 
In this notation, the covariance function of the error process is given by 
r(j) = E( ~,.a~) =C aiai+j. 
I 
Likewise we may define 
s(j) = C bibi+j 7 
I 
p(B)=r(0)+2 F r(j)cosje, 
j=l 
~(@)=l/p(8)=s(O)+2 f s(j)cosj& 
j=l 
The function p, of course, is the spectrum of the process { .sj}, and s(j) is the so-called 
inverse autocovariance function (Priestley, 1981, p. 377). Particularly note that 
l/p(O)=~(O)=x s(j)= 
j 
Therefore, C r(j) converges if and only if 1 b, # 0. The first part of Theorem 2.1 
shows that if the r( j)‘s are ultimately of one sign, then the condition C r(j) <cc is 
necessary and sufficient for the optimal convergence rate of a general estimator of 
f (not just the kernel estimator f) to be n-2’5. 
Throughout this paper we assume 2 r(j) > 0. That condition is automatically 
satisfied when &j is defined by the autoregression (2.2), with E ) b,] <CD. 
2.4. Function class 
Our results about optimal convergence rates are framed in terms of the class V,(B) 
of all twice-differentiable functions f on (0, 1) which satisfy 
sup max If”‘(x)l s B. 
oKx<l j=O.1.2 
2.5. Main theorems 
In the case of Theorem 2.1, assume that the errors aj are defined by the Gaussian 
autoregression (2.2), that (2.3) holds, and that C lbj\ <OO. For X,,E (0, l), let i be a 
general estimator off on (0, l), and let 1 be the kernel estimator defined at (2.1), 
using bandwidth h. 
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Theorem 2.1. (i) If c r(j) = 00, then there exists a sequence A, * 03 such that 
liF+&f, SiTa, P(lj(X0) -f(XJl > AN2’7> 0. 
E 2 
(2.4) 
Conversely, tf C r(j) < 00, then for A > 0 suficiently small, 
lim inf sup P{Jf(x,,) -f(x,,)l> A~I-~“}> 0. (2.5) 
nern jBG$(B) 
If C [r(j)1 <CO and h (in th e construction of p) is of size n-“5, then for each A > 0 
we have for A > 0 suficiently large, 
lim sup sup sup P{l~(x)-f(x)(>hn-2’5}<A. (2.6) 
n+m j~%>(Bf A<x<l-A 
(ii) Let 0 c a s 1, jix C, C’ > 0, and in the cases 0 < a < 1 and a = 1 respectively 
take b, = b,, 
bj - 
CJj(-(3-0)/2, 
Cljl-‘(log lX2, 
8(n) = 
n-2~/(4+m) 
(2.7) 
(n-’ log ni215, 
h _ h, = ~;;-~;‘4+u’9 
n log n)“‘, 
the latter for the construction of 3 Then r(j) - C”ljl-* as ) j/ + ~0, where C’> 0; for 
A > 0 suficiently small, 
liminf sup P{JS(x,)-f(x,)J>As(n)}>O; 
n-cc fGV&(B) 
(2.8) 
and for each A > 0 we have for A > 0 suficiently large, 
A 
lim sup sup sup PIIf(f(x)l>ANn))<A. 0 (2.9) 
n-cc feV,(B) A<x-rl-A 
Remarks. (1) Result (2.4) establishes that if C r(j) = co, then the convergence rate 
of 3 to f is necessarily slower than ne2”. Results (2.5) and (2.6) together show that 
when x r(j) < 03, the optimal convergence rate is n-2’5, and that this rate is achieved 
by kernel estimators. The convergence rate in the case 1 r(j) = cc is elucidated by 
results (2.8) and (2.9), which together show that when r(j) - C”( jl-“, the optimal 
convergence rate is n-2a’(4+a) (for 0 < (Y < 1) or (n-’ log n)2’5 (for (Y = 1). 
(2) Our proof of Theorem 2.1 is based on a two-point discrimination argument, 
which shows that for any A’> 0 the zero on the right-hand side of (2.5) and (2.8) 
may be replaced by $ - A’ if A is taken sufficiently small on the left-hand sides. Use 
of a more sophisticated multi-point discrimination argument allows the zero to be 
replaced by 1 -A’. 
(3) The arguments leading to (2.6) and (2.9) do not require the underlying process 
{Q, ---co < i < co} to be Gaussian. Furthermore, those results follow by Chebyshev’s A 
inequality from general bounds on the mean squared error of 1 f-f 1, given in 
Theorem 2.2 below. 
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Define K = $ j y2K (y) dy, and put 
i 
x-“C js Ix-yl-*K(x)K(y) dx dy, 
u(x) = x-‘(log x)2C J KZ, 
x-‘&O) I K2, 
n-2n/(4+n) 
6(n)= (n-'logn+, 
i i 
Cln-*"4'" 
ho= cyn-‘log I;)‘i5, 
-2/S 
n , 
Cln-l/S 
in the respective cases r(j) - C]jJ-” and 0 < (Y < 1, r(j) - C/j\-‘, and C Jr(j)] <CO 
and p(0) > 0. 
(4) The assumption b, = b, in Theorem 2.l(ii) is for convenience only. It may 
be replaced by bj = 0 forj < 0 and bj satisfying (2.7) as j + +03; or by bj = 0 for j > 0 
and b, satisfying (2.7) as j+ --CO. 
Theorem2.2. (i)AssumeeitherCIr(j)l<coandp(O)>O,orr(j)-C~jl-“andO<a~ 
1. Then for each f E W,(B) and each A > 0, 
E{!(x)-f(x)}2= h4~‘{~(x~}~+v(nh)~o{h4+v(nh)} (2.10) 
uniformly in A < x < 1 - A, The minimum of the right-hand side over h is achieved with 
a bandwidth of size ho, and is of order 6( n)2. This convergence rate is attained uniformly 
in f and x, in the sense that 
inf sup sup E{~(x)-f(x))2=O{S(n)2}. 
h~~“/~W2(B) A<x<l-A 
If we suppose for the covariance function r only that r a 0, then a necessary and suficient 
condition for 
z$; E{j‘(x,) -f(xo)}’ = 0(n-4’5) 
is 1 r(j) < OD. 
The proof of Theorem 2.2 is given in Section 3. 
Remarks. (1) The contribution of size h4 in (2.10) comes from squared bias, while 
the contribution u( nh) derives from variance. An accurate rule of thumb is that for 
a general covariance function, which is ultimately of one sign, the variance contribu- 
tion is of size 
(nh)-’ ? lrWl- j=l 
In particular, 
sup sup 
J‘~%'>(B)d~x<l--A 
E@(x) -f(x)l’= O{ h4+ (nhl-I:, k(j)!}. 
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This rule may be shown to hold whenever r(j) is regularly varying in j as j -, ~0, or 
more generally whenever there exists a regularly varying function r* such that [r/r*1 
is bounded away from zero and infinity. 
(2) Analogues of both theorems are available for higher function classes. For 
example, if we define Cc,(B) to be the set of all functions f on (0, 1) satisfying 
sup max If"'(x)lsB 
,J<~<, j=%...,k 9 
where ka 1, then Theorem 2.1 continues to hold if we replace V&(B) by %k(B) 
throughout, replace n-2’5 on the left-hand sides of (2.4) and (2.6) by n-k’(2k+‘), 
take h in the construction off for (2.6) to be n-“(2k+1), and redefine 
8(n) = I 
n-kol/(2k+n) 
(n-1 log n);/‘*k+” 
Clnpl(Zk+4, 
3 
C’(n-1 log n)Wk+l) 9 
in the cases 0 < (Y < 1 and (Y = 1, respectively. The estimator f should be constructed 
using a discrete kth order kernel. 
(3) Fractional differencing ideas (see, e.g., Granger and Joyeux, 1980) may be 
used to construct processes having explicitly known covariance functions with the 
properties r(j)-C”(jl-* and bj-CJjl-(3-“)‘2 (forO<a<l) or bj-CJj(-‘(logj)-2 
(for (Y = 1). For example, if we take d = i( 1 - (Y) in the prescription of Granger and 
Joyeaux (1980), in which r(j) ={r(l -d)/T(d)}T(j+d)/T(j+ 1 -d), we obtain a 
process with the desired properties. 
3. Proofs 
Results (2.6) and (2.9) in Theorem 2.1 follow directly from Theorem 2.2. Therefore 
we shall only derive results (2.4), (2.5) and (2.8), which comprise Theorems 3.1 
and 2.2. 
Theorem 3.1. (i) If 1 r(j) = ~0, then there exists a sequence A, + 00 such that 
liE%f, s;pR) P{IJ(x,) -f(xo)l> A,nm2”)> 0. 
E 2 
Conversely, if C r(j) < 00, then for A > 0 suficiently small, 
lim inf sup P{~_?(x,) -f(x,Jl> Ane2”)> 0. 
“-CC ftTZe,(B) 
(ii) Take b, - Cl jl-(3-a)‘2 (in the case 0 < (Y < 1) or bj - Cl j)-‘(log j))3’2 (in the 
case (Y = 1). Then r(j) - C”( jl-” as ) jl + ~0, where C”> 0 and, for A > 0 suficiently 
small, 
liminf sup P{Jf(~~)-f(x~)~~AS(n)}>0. 
n-m f~ W,( B) 
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Proof. Recall from Section 2.2 that interpolation error is of smaller order than 
estimation error. Therefore we may assume without loss of generality that x0 is of 
the form i,Jn, for some io. It is notationally convenient to take x0 = i,/n = 0, so we 
consider the shifted model where, for some A > 0, 
Yi =f(i/n)+q, -A<i/n~l-A, 
and estimate f at the origin. Indeed, we shall assume that we observe much more 
than this, 
Y,=f(i/n)+&;, -W<i<oO. 
It turns out that the extra information is of negligible benefit in estimating f: 
Let $2 0 be a thrice-differentiable function on (-co, co), vanishing outside (-1, 1) 
and satisfying I,!J(O) > 0. Put 
B’= sup max IIcl”‘(x)l, 
--oocXc~ i=O,1.2 
and choose a > 0 so small that aB’ < B. Write m = m(n) for a positive integer such 
that m+co and h = m/n+0 as n+co. Putfe(x)= 0ah2~(x/h). Thenf,E Y,(B) for 
0 = 0 and 8 = 1. Therefore, 
sup pfM(O) -f(O)1 2 71 
f=%(B) 
2 F=;: P/&Ii(O) -fe(O)l> 771. (3.1) 
Let e’= 0 or 1 minimize I?(O) -fg(O)l, and take 77 = $h2$(0). Then g# 8 implies 
[j(O) -fe(O)l a 7, and so 
2 ${Pf”(i= l)+P,Jf7=0)} 
z~{P/(~=l)+P~,(~=o)}, (3.2) 
where e^ denotes the maximum likelihood estimator (or likelihood ratio dis- 
criminator) in the two-parameter problem. The last inequality follows from the 
Neyman-Pearson lemma. 
Suppose we actually observe the infinite sequence 
~==fe(i/n)+.si, -cO<i<cO. 
A lower bound to the probability of error in this setting is also a lower bound in 
the more restrictive model of the theorem (owing to the fact that the lower bound 
in (3.3) below does not depend on f”). Put Vi = +b(i/m), D = (vi), Y = ( Yi), E = (ci) 
(each doubly infinite column vectors) and V = (r(i -j)) (a doubly infinite matrix). 
Neglecting a multiplicative constant which does not depend on 19, the likelihood of 
0 is 
L(0) = exp{-4( Y - ed~~u)~V-‘( Y - e&u)}. 
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Therefore, 
P~“(e^=1)=P{L(o)/L(1)~1~B=o} 
= P(E*v-IV> &&%%-5) 
= 1 - @{$ah2( !PV-‘?$/2). 
Now, v-’ =(~(i-j)), where s(i)=xjbjbi+j, and SO 
Hence, 
From this result and from (3.1) and (3.2) we may deduce that 
P = sup pf {I”&) -f(O)1 > fuzzy} 
fs%$(B) 
(3.3) 
We treat parts (i) and (ii) of Theorem 3.1 separately. 
(i) Suppose that C r(j) = 00, that is, 1 bj =O. Since J, vanishes outside (-1, l), 
(vi1 8 CII(jij 6 m), where C, = sup $I. Writing C, =C Ibil, it follows that 
G C,C,(2m + 1) SUP 
Since 1 lb,/ < CO, z bi = 0 and vi = t+b(i/m), 
as n (and hence m)-+m. Therefore, cj(Ci Vib<+j)2 =0(m); whence it follows from 
(3.3) that, for a sequence S, -+O, 
pa 1- @{(,h5)“*6,}. (3.4) 
Thus, there exists a sequence A, + co such that 
(Take h - ZQZ-“~ in (3.4), for v arbitrarily large.) 
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Conversely, suppose that 1 r(j) < ~0, that is, 2 bj Z 0. Now, 
~l~(j)l”ZZlb~llb~+~l~(I:lb~/)2 
j i i 
and 
C (C uibr_i)2 = (2m+l) ‘c” s(i) 
j i i=-2m 
Using these facts, dominated convergence, and the fact that I,!I E q2(B), it follows that 
Take h = n-“5 in (3.3), in which case h*m’/‘= 1, and we see from (3.3) that with 
A = ;a$(O), 
lim inf sup 
neoo fE%*(B) 
Pf{lf(0) -f(O)1 > An-*“}> 0. 
(ii) The symbols C, , C,, . . . denote generic nonzero constants. First we treat the 
case 0 < (Y < 1. Put p = 4(3 - (u), and let {b,} be an even sequence with b, - Cl1 jl-p 
as (j[ + cc and early bj’s chosen such that 1 b, = 0. Put 
b(~)=Cbjeije= bo+2 f b,cosjB=-2 f bj(l-cosje), 
j=l j=l 
and define 
I 
lr 
aj = (2~r-r b(0))‘e~iiedO=~TT’ mb(B))lcosjOdO. 
---TT I 0 
From Zygmund (1959, Chap. V.2), since b(0) - C20p-’ as 0 & 0, where sgn(C,) = 
sgn( C,), we have Uj - C,I jla-* as ) jl + ~0, where sgn( C,) = sgn( C,). Similarly, 
i I 
T 
r(j) = 2 aiai+j = m-’ b(B)-* cos j0 de- C41j(2(p--2)+’ = C,ljl-“, 
0 
where C,> 0. Define 
u( 0) = 1 uj eije = 1 +( j/ m) &j/m)me, 
j i 
and choose + to be so smooth that for all m and all (81 G rnn, 
1 @(j/m) ei(j’m)e s Cgm(l+lOl))‘. 
j 
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Then I~(8)1~C~m(l+lmBI)-~; whence (using Parseval’s identity) 
J 
Co 
S C6m (1+ 0)-4(e/m)28-2 dB 
0
= C6ma 
I 
,,a (I+ @)-402p-2 de. (3.5) 
Combining (3.3) and (3.9, and taking m = hn - r~~‘(*+~‘, we deduce part (ii) of the 
theorem in the case 0 < cy < 1. 
Finally we treat the case (Y = 1. Let { bj } be an even sequence with bj - 
Gljl-‘(log ljl)-3’2 as j + 00 and early 4’s chosen so that 2 bj = 0. As before, put 
b(8) =C bi eije 
= -2 f bj (1 - cos j0) - Cz(10g @-1)-i/2 
j=i 
as 8 4 0, with sgn(C,) = -sgn(C,). Then, 
r(j) = r-l b(B)-2 cos jf3 de- C$‘, 
C (C v&i+j)2 s C‘$m(log n-r)_‘, 
j i 
where C,, C4> 0. Substitute the latter inequality into (3.3), and take m = hn - 
( n4 log n)“’ to obtain the desired result. •1 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. We assume that for some A > 0 and all large n, min( i, n - i) > 
An. Furthermore we take n to be larger than no, where h <A min(s;‘, s;‘) for all 
n > no and (-s1 , s2) is the support of K. Bias and variance contributions to mean 
squared error are treated separately. 
(a) Bias. Observe that 
J%M+f(Vn) 
=n -‘C~~(j/~)[f{(~-j)/~}-f~~l~)+(j/~)f’(~/~)l. (3.6) 
j 
If ff Y&(B), then the absolute value of the right-hand side is dominated by 
f&r-‘C 1Kh(j/n)l(j/n)2S C,Bh’. (3.7) 
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If f” is uniformly continuous, then the ~ght-hand side of (3.6) equals 
ff”(i/n)n-‘$ Kh(j/n)(j/n)*+o(h2)= ~h~f”(i/rr)+o(h~) 
uniformly in An < i < n -An. 
(3.8) 
(b) Variance. Observe that var{j?( i/ n)} does not depend on i, and 
var{7(i/n)}=n-2f:r,K~(j/R)li;h(k/n)r(j-k) 
j k 
(3.9) 
where F(j) = r(j) if j 2 1 and f(0) = $r(O). If C ir( i)l <co and C f(i) > 0, then 
var{_f(~/n)~-(n~)-’ {,JoP(A) J K*- 
When r(i) - C,i-” for some 0 < cy < 1, we see from (3.9) that 
var{f(i/n)} - C0K2 
JJ 
K(xlh)K(_vlh)ln(x-y)l-* dxdy 
=C,(nh)-" 
JJ 
K(x)K(y)jx-yj-” dx dy. 
When LY = 1 we have for each c> 0, 
var{j( i/ n)} - c&-2 JJ li;(x/h)Kfylh)ln(x-y)l-'dxdy lx-y+c/n 
=Cofnhf-' 1.: K(x) dx [Y,,c,nh wx+y)lyr'dy 
-2c, 
(5 > 
K2 (A-’ log(nh). 
If r(i) 2 0, C r(i) = 00 and K(x) t s > 0 on a nonempty open interval 9, then we 
may conclude from (3.9) that 
nh var{j-( i/n)} 2 Cr,,( nh)-” CC r(j - k) 
j/nh.k/nh=is 
ac, c 0 + a (3.10) 
0~j~C,@h 
as n+a3. 
(c) Completion. Using (3.7) to bound the bias of 3 we conclude from steps (a) 
and (b) that 
sup sup E{j$/n)-f(i/n)12S c~~~4+~~(~~)}, 
f~&(8) An<r<n-An 
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whereu,(nh)=(nh)-‘ifCIr(i)l<m,(nh)-’log(nh)ifr(i)-C,i-1,(nh)-aifr(i)- 
C,i-” and 0 < (Y < 1. The intimum over h of the right-hand side is dominated by 
C,n-4’5, C,( 6’ log n)4’5, C6n-4ff’l(4ia) in these respective cases. 
Should f” be continuous, then, using (3.8) to estimate bias, we find that 
E{~(i/n)-f(i/n)}2=h4~2f”(i/~)2+~(nh)+o{h4+v(nh)} 
uniformly in min(i, n - i) > An. That o admits the formulae ascribed to it in the 
statement of the theorem follows from the estimates in step (b). In the case where 
r(i) 2 0 and 1 r(i) = co we may deduce from (3.8) and (3.10) that n4’5 inf,,E(_?-f)‘+ 
00. 0 
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